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1. INTHODUCTION 
It has been shown by NI. Suzuki and separately by the author that the 
Hall Janko simple group G of order 604800 is a subgroup of G,(4). In this 
paper we find generators for G in terms of the Chevalley generators of 
G,(4). In terms of these generators the centralizer of the involution given 
by Janko is nicely exhibited. The generators for G are found by identifying 
a common subgroup isomorphic to (G,(2))’ E Ua(3) of order 6048 and 
finding another clement from G,(4) which must be in G. As (G,(2))’ is 
maximal in G, this gives generators for G. 
2. STATEMENT OF TKE THEOREM 
The root vector diagram for G, is as follows ([Z], p. 225) 
x1 
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\ ii 
\ 
r 
x7 
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The Chevallcy group G,(4) is generated by Xi(t), t E GF(4); i = 1, 2,..., 12. 
([I], p. 210). This group has been identified by R. Ree as the group of 
type G, over GF(4) discovered by Dickson ([I], p. 222). It is straightforward 
to check that the group U1 z (G,(2))’ is generated by Xi(l), i odd, 
X,,(l) X,(l), and Xi( 1) XjAa(l) f or i -= 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. I,et the field GF(4) 
contain the elements 0, 1, 01, /3. Here cyz -z ,6, /3” =: a, r + /3 = 1, 1 -k cy = /3. 
We define the subgroups K and C by 
C 7: (K, X,,(P) X2(a), X,,(l) X,(l), X&3) X6(~), X&) X6(l)). EIerc the 
brackets indicate the group generated by what is enclosed. 
THEOREM 1. There are exactly two subgroups G and G* of G,(4) con- 
taining HI which are isomorphic to the Hall Janko group. In OUT notation, 
G = (II, , X,(a) X,(p)) and G* =: (HI , X&3) X;(a)). Clear& G and G* 
are conjugate under the jield automorphism taking 01 to p ([I], p. 223). The 
group K is isomorphic to the central product of a quaternion and a dihedral 
group. The group C is un extension of K by A5 and is the centralizer of X,(l) 
in G. 
3. PROOF OF TIIE THEOREM 
It is shown in [3] that H, is contained in two subgroups of G,(42 isomorphic 
to G. We will show that either X2(z) X&3) or X2(/3) X,(a) of G?(4) but not 
both must be present in any subgroup isomorphic to G containing If, . 
This will complete the first part of the theorem as Hi is maximal. 
Let U, be the Sylow 2-group of 11i generated by X1( I), X:,(l), X,(l), 
X,,(l) X*(l), X,(l) X,r(l). We let G1 bc a group isomorphic to G containing 
H, . l,et L: bc a Sylow 2-group of G, containing II, . Let Y bc the Sylow 
2-group of Gs(4) generated by Xi(t), t E GF(4), i = 12, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ([I], 
p. 211). 
The possible conjugacy classes of Sylow 2-group intersections Y n L’Y 
can be found by lcttingy be the elements n, described in ([I], p. 220) where 
w is in the Wcyl group. This is true because every element y in G,(4) not 
normalizing V can be expressed in the form b,nd, . ([I], p. 220). It is easy 
to check with the twelve elements of the Weyl Group that no Sylow intersec- 
tion V n VII where y = n, contains a subgroup isomorphic to U, except 
of course V n I/’ : V. This is facilitated by noting there are no elements 
of order 8 even in these Sylow intersections. As U can be extended to a 
Sylow 2-group of G,(4) this means U must bc contained in V. 
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The nontrivial commutator relations ([I], p. 211) for V in characteristic 2 
are as follows: 
Also (X,,(t), X,(t); t E GF(4)) z SL(2,4) g A, . 
An element v in V can be expressed uniquely in the form 
([I], p. 211). Let w be an element of C; not in I;‘, , Suppose & = a or /?. 
Clearly [X,(l), v] == Xa(Q is also in U. But now H = (X3(t); t E GF(4)) 
is now in U. As R is the center of V it is in the center of U. However, the 
Center of V has order two ([2], $10). ‘I’h’ * 15 means t5 = 0 or 1. By multiplying 
on the left with X,(l) if necessary WC can assume ts = 0. 
Let et = X&2,,) X,*(t& X2(&) X-,(t,) X3(@+ Computing [G, X6( I)] and sim- 
plifying using the commutator relations gives X,r(trr) X%(&) X,(y) X1(&), 
y E GF(4). Also $a - 0 or 1. The clement z3r = X,,(tra) Xa(&) X3(y) is 
therefore in U. If t,, + 0, 1 vie can multiplv if necessary by X&l) X,(l) 
and assume y := 0. This means Xh(trr) Xa(&) must be in U. We finish 
this paragraph assuming t,, + 0 or 1 and treat the case t,, = 0 or 1 in the 
next paragraph. As t rs =.- OL or p we have the two possibilities in the theorem. 
The value of t,, could not be both 0: and /3 in the same U as this implies 
X8(r) X.&3) X,(p) X%(a) = X&l) X,,(l) X@‘) is in Lr. This is impossible 
as it again implies the center of 11: has order at least four. This shows them 
are two cxtcnsions of r-i, isomorphic to G in G,(4) one generated by Hr 
and X,(a) X&3) the other by Hr and X,@) X4(a), They are clearly conjugate 
under a field automo~hism. We note here that the elements rz, for w in 
the Weyl group which reflect about the short axes are generated by elements 
in El, and so arc in Gr . 
We can now assume t,, = 1 or 0. By multiplying with X1,(1 ) X,(l) we 
can assume t,, = 0. Now v = X,,(&) X~(Z,) X1($) ;k:,(t:). IJsing the com- 
mutator relations again, [u, X5(1)] = X3(tl). This means i, --- 1 or 0. We 
can therefore assume ‘u = X*(t*) Xa(i,) X,(t,). As vu2 == X+(t,t,), &stz = 0 or 1 
or the center of fi’ has order 4. If t+, # 0 or 1 we can apply the element n, 
reflecting about X, to obtain X,,(t,) X2(t2) X,(t,r) in U. Applying the argument 
above finishes the first part of the theorem, We can therefore assume t, -= 0 
and ZJ = Xz(tz) X,,(t,). Now b, X,(l) X,(l)] = X3(t2) and so i, = 0 or 1. 
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In turn z, = X,(a) and 2, = 0 or 1. WC have shown z’ is contained in G,(2) 
a contradition. This finishes the first part of the theorem. 
We have now only to identify K as D, 0 Qs and C as an extension by A, 
of K. Here D, 0 Qs denotes the central product of the dihedral group of 
order 8 with the quaternion group of order 8. Now [X1(1), X,(l)] = X3( 1) 
and so (X,(l) X,(l))” = X3(l). Th erc Lf ore (X1( I), X5( 1)) is isomorphic to 11s 
with center X,(l). Also (X,(l) X,( 1))2 = X:(l) and (X,(a) X,(/3))” = X3(1). 
Therefore (X,(l) X,(l), X,(U) X&3)) s Qs with center X3(1). As these 
groups commute with each other we have K E D, 0 Qs . It is straightforward 
to check using the commutator relations that the elcmcnts Xi,@) X2(r), 
X,,(l) X,(l), X&I) X6(a), and X,(l) X,(l) normalize K. It is now easy to 
see that K 4 C and C;‘Kg (Xr2(t), X6(t); t E GF(4)) s A,. Clearly C 
centralizes X3( 1) and as 1920 := 1 C 1 is the full order of the centralizer 
of X3( 1) in G, C is the centralizer of X3( 1) in G. 
Remarks 1. By conjugation by elements n, reflecting about the short 
axes, X,(a) X,(B) is carried to -y,(B) X6(4, X6(4 X,(p), &(P) -&(a), 
X,,(a) X&3), Xi&?) X~(CY). As such n,E are in Hi , any or all of them can 
serve together with HI to gencratc G. 
2. The elements n, for w in the Weyl group reflecting about the long 
axes arc not in G as X,(x) X,(/3) would then be carried to X&a) X2(/3) which 
is not in G. The elements n, in G correspond to w in the subgroup W of 
order 6 of the Weyl group of G, generated by reflections about the short axes. 
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